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MOTIVATION

➤ 30% ~ 40% average utilization 

➤ cost of bandwidth & high-end routing gear 

➤ Two distinct WANs at Google. 

➤ User-facing network: high availability, support wide 
range of protocols, denser physical topology. 

➤ B4: connectivity between DCs.



B4

➤ user data copies 

➤ remote storage access for 
computation over inherently 
distributed data sources. 
(MapReduce) 

➤ large-scale data push 
synchronization state across 
multiple DCs.

Increasing latency sensitive 

higher priority 

decreasing volume
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Centralized Traffic Engineering

Drive links to near 100% utilization. 

Fast, global convergence for failures



ARCHITECTURE



SWITCH DESIGN

➤ A custom built 2-stage switch. 

➤ Unless the destination MAC address is on the same ingress chip, 
incoming packets are all sent to spine layer. 

➤ Linux, OFA connect to remote OFC.



ROUTING
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

➤ Flow Group: applications are aggregated to a Flow Group defined as 
{source site, dest site, QoS} tuple 

➤ Tunnel: site-level path 

➤ Tunnel Group: maps FG to a set of tunnels and corresponding weights.



TE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

➤ Target: achieve max-min fairness. 

➤ Bandwidth enforcer 

➤ Tunnel Group Generation:  

➤ allocates bandwidth to FGs based on demand and 
priority. 

➤ Tunnel Group Quantization 

➤ adjusts splits to the granularity supported by the 
underlying hardware.



➤ APP1: 15G,A->B, APP2: 5G. A->B, APP3: 10G, A->C

Image borrowed from http://www.sdnap.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/b4-google-simcomm13.pdf

BANDWIDTH ENFORCER

http://www.sdnap.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/b4-google-simcomm13.pdf


MAX-MIN FAIRNESS

➤ the rate of the smaller flows that is maximized 

➤ higher relative priority to small flows. 

➤ Example.  

➤ demands:{2, 2.6, 4, 5}        capacity : 10 

➤ 10 / 4 = 2.5  {2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2.5} 

➤ 0.5 / 3 = 0.167   {2, 2.667, 2.667, 2.667} 

➤ 0.067 / 2 = 0.0335    {2, 2.6, 2.7, 2.7}



TUNNEL GROUP GENERATION

➤ 1. Initialize each FG with their most preferred tunnels. 

➤ 2. Allocate bandwidth by giving equal fair share to each 
preferred tunnel. 

➤ 3. Freeze tunnels containing any bottleneck link 

➤ 4. If every tunnel is frozen, or every FG is fully satisfied, 
terminate. 

➤ 5. Select the most preferred non-frozen tunnel for each non-
satisfied FG, go to step2.



TUNNEL GROUP QUANTIZATION

Image borrowed from http://www.sdnap.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/b4-google-simcomm13.pdf

http://www.sdnap.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/b4-google-simcomm13.pdf


OPS DEPENDENCY

➤ To avoid packet drops, not all ops can be issued 
simultaneously. 

➤ configure a tunnel at all affected sites before configuring 
the corresponding TG and FG 

➤ a tunnel cannot be deleted before first removing all 
referencing entries.



MULTI PATH WAN FORWARDING



LAYERING TE



LINK UTILIZATION

➤ utilization close to 100% over 24 hour period.



PACKET DROP 

➤ packet drop for each priority. 

➤ TE allows mixing priority classes across all edges.



CONCLUSION

➤ distributed SDN controller 

➤ SDN on DC 

➤ QoS 

➤ Not using standard OF flow table. 

➤ customized hardware



DISCUSSION

➤ We already have TE, why do we still need BGP? 

➤ hints: TE -> ACL, BGP -> LPM, they can work 
independently. 

➤ B4 is highly customized for Google’s special needs. What can 
we learn about SDN from Google’s experience? 

➤ Both aiming to high utilization, what’s the main difference in 
SWAN and B4 design? 

➤ Why B4 doesn’t consider the limited memory in the switch?


